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NEW QUESTION: 1
Healthcare purchasers and payers are demanding that providers
demonstrate their ability to provide high quality
patient care at fair prices. Specifically, they are seeking:
A. Objective evidence that hospitals and other healthcare
organizations manage their costs well
B. Current performance
C. Baseline information
D. Objective evidence that hospitals and other healthcare
organizations satisfy their customers and have desirable

outcomes
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A server technician is replacing the hard drive in a server.
After testing, the technician determines the current hard drive
failed due to vibration from the machinery near the server. The
technician's manager has made it clear that the primary goal is
to increase reliability. Which of the following storage
solutions BEST fits this requirement?
A. 900GB 15000rpm SAS drive
B. 300GB 7200rpm SCSI drive
C. 300GB first generation SSD
D. 600GB 7200rpm hybrid SATA drive
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following describes how deadlocks may occur and
how InnoDB resolves them?
A. InnoDB resolves deadlocks by terminating and rolling back
both of the deadlocking transactions.
B. InnoDB resolves deadlocks by terminating and rolling back
one of the deadlocking transactions.
C. Deadlocks happen anytime when more than one lock is placed
in a table.
D. Deadlocks happen when two transactions both have locks that
the other is waiting for the release of the lock that the other
holds.
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation:
29.4.4. InnoDB Locking Characteristics Deadlock can occur.
Deadlock is a situation in which each of two transactions is
waiting for the release of alock that the other holds. For
example, if two transactions each lock a different row, and
then try to modify therow locked by the other, they can
deadlock. Deadlock is possible because InnoDB does not acquire
locksduring a transaction until they are needed. When InnoDB
detects a deadlock, it terminates and rolls backone of the
deadlocking transactions. It tries to pick the transaction that
has modified the smallest number ofrows. If InnoDB does not
detect deadlock, the deadlocked transactions eventually begin
to time out andInnoDB rolls them back as they do.
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